
Notes:  Matter 
I. Matter 

_______________is anything that has mass and takes up space.  

(__________ is the measurement you make using a balance.)  

 

A. States of Matter  
 

1. A _______________has definite volume and definite 

shape.  
 

2. A ________________has definite volume but 

indefinite shape. It assumes the shape of its container.  
 

3. A ___________ or ___________has neither definite 

volume nor definite shape. It assumes both the volume 

and shape of its container.  
 

B. Changes of State  
 

1. ___________: solid changing to liquid  
 

2. __________________: liquid changing to vapor  
 

3. _________________: vapor changing to liquid  
 

4. _________________: liquid changing to solid  
 

5. _______________: solid changing directly to vapor without going through liquid phase  
 

6. _________________: vapor changing directly to solid without going through liquid phase  
 

II. Classification of Matter  
Matter can be classified into two categories: pure substances and mixtures. 

  

 A.   Pure Substances  
A _______________________________ has a uniform, unchanging composition. Every sample 

of a pure substance has exactly the same characteristic properties and composition. Pure 

substances exist as either elements or compounds.  
 

1. _______________________are found on the ______________________. An element cannot 

be separated into simpler substances by physical or chemical means.  
 

2. _________________________ are combinations of two or more different elements that are 

chemically _________________.  
 

3. A _______________________ is required to combine elements into compounds and to 

separate compounds back into elements. 

 

  

  

  

  

  



  

 B.  Mixtures  
A ____________________ is a __________________ of two or more pure substances in which 

each pure substance retains its ____________________ chemical properties.  
 

1. A _____________________________ is required to combine pure substances into mixtures 

and to separate mixtures back into pure substances.  

 

2. ___________________________ or ______________ are _______________ in composition. 

They have the same proportion of components throughout.  

         

 

3. ________________________________ are not uniform in composition. Individual substances 

remain _____________________and are not blended smoothly throughout.  

      
 

In Summary 

 

 

 

 



 

III. Properties  
 

A ________________ is a characteristic that distinguishes a substance. Some examples of   

properties include:  

 

These properties can be described as either physical or chemical properties- Place a “P” by 

those that are physical properties and a “C” by the chemical properties 

 

 

Boiling point   Mass     Ability to react with a acid 

Color    Density    Ability to react with a base 

Flammability   Length     Ability to react with water 

Volume   Ability to conduct electricity  Ability to rust 

Ability to tarnish 
 

 

A.  Physical Properties  
 

______________________________________describe the substance itself. They can be 

__________________  or _______________ without altering the chemical identity of the substance.  

Example 1:  Write only the ___________________________ given in the list above.  

 

 

 

 

Physical properties are further broken down into either extensive or intensive properties.  

 

1. ________________________ properties depend on the ______________of matter present. These 

properties _______________ with the amount of substance present and therefore cannot be used to 

uniquely identify a substance.  

Example 2:  Write only the extensive physical properties given in the list above.  

 

 

 

 

2. _____________ properties do not depend on the amount of matter present. These properties 

_____________ regardless of the amount of substance present and therefore are frequently used to 

uniquely _______________a substance.  

Example 3:  Write only the intensive physical properties given in the list above. 

 

 

 

 

B.  Chemical Properties  
 

_____________________________________ describe the _______________ of a substance to undergo 

changes that _________________it into different substances.  

Example 4: Write only the chemical properties given in the list above.  

 

 



 

Example 5:  Read the following passage and answer the questions: 

 

Consider the following properties (underlined) for the metal sodium.  Sodium is a (1)soft, (2)silvery-colored 

metal with a (3)density of 0.97 g/cm3.  When a (4)2 gram sample of sodium metal is ignited, it (5)burns with a 

yellow flame.  It (6)reacts vigorously with chlorine gas to form the salt sodium chloride.  Sodium (7)melts at 

97.7º C and boils at (8)883º C.  

 

A. Which are physical properties?  

 

B. Which are extensive physical properties?  

 

C. Which are intensive physical properties?  

 

D. Which are chemical properties?  

 

 

IV. Changes 
 

These changes can be described as either physical or chemical changes. Place a “P” by those that are 

physical changes and a “C” by those that are chemical changes. 

 

Bending  Condensing  Depositing  Freezing  Reacting 

Boiling  Corroding  Dissolving  Grinding  Rotting 

Burning  Cutting  Exploding  Melting  Rusting 

Subliming  Tarnishing  Vaporizing 

  

 A.  Physical Changes  
 ___________________________ do not change the ________________ of the substance.  

 ____________________________ are all physical changes. Most physical changes are  

 ____________________.  

  

 Example 6:  Write only the physical changes given in the list above.  

 

 

  

 B.  Chemical Changes  
  

___________________________________ one or more substances into different substances.  

 

Example 7:  Write only the chemical changes given in the list above.  

 

 

 

 

Evidence of a chemical change  
 change in ______________ energy  

 a __________ is produced  

 _____________change  

 a solid (_________________) is produced  
 


